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PREFACE
The purpose of this study is to bring to the attention of the
public the educaticnal life and contributions of Jesse Stuart.
I appreciate tre gracious consent of Jesse Stuart to my request
to use him as the subject of this thesis, and I am grateful for
his interest and cooperation in its preparation.

Above all, I

am deeply indebted to both Mr. and Mrs. Stuart for their many
courtesies shown to my husband and me while collecting material for
this project in their name.
To my husband, who worked faithfully witn me while on the
visitation to W—Hollow and who gave me full support throughout
the writing 01 this thesis, I stall always be apprecialAve
.
A great part of the material for this project was found in
the Louisville Public Library, the Filson Club, and the Courie
r—
Journal Library, Louisville, Kentucky; and the Kentucky Library
and the

in Library of Nestern Kentucky State College, Bowling

Green, Kentucry.
I wish to empress my sincere thanks to all who in any
way
aided me in the completion of this thesis.

r

expecially appreciate

the helpful assistance of D. Lee Francis Jones, head of the
Education Department at Western Kentucky State Colleg
e, his
counsel, profitable auvice, and criticiam in the organi
zation
of the material and correction of the work.

The writer also

desires to express her gratitude to Miss Frances
PAchards, of the
aa t7lisn Department at Western, for her reading of
the manuscript
and her helpful sauestions pertaining to
it, .and for the use of
her personal file which contained much valuable
information
concerning Jesse Stuart.
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CHAPTzm 1
BLCKGROUND AND &ARLY YEAAS
In the nortneastern section of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
lived a well-knawn pioneer family by the name of Stuart.

Mitchell

and Martha Hilton Stuart were the parents of Sopnia, Jesse, Herbert,
1
Mary, James,
rtin, and Glennis.
Herbert and Martin died with
p:leumonia in early boyhood.
Jesse Hilton Stuart, the second child of this famIly was born
August 8, 1907.

His p3ece of tirtn was a one-roam cabin on the

ridge that divides IF-Hollow fram the Plum Greve Hills near Riverton, in Greenup county.
Jesse Stuart, school teacher, author and lecturer, is of Indian,
En-lish, and Soottisn descent, his ancestors settling in Kentucky
some hundred years ago.
and South Caroli.ia.2

They ha: previoulsy lived in Virginia

var. Stuart frankly ahi

that tie is

directly descended from men of ,:artr.--bot,i sides are sturdy
mountaineers.
(JD the Stuart side are wyrkers, r-Ignters,
heavy drinkers and men of phyeical endurance. Amonr
the Hiltons are lovers of flashy colors, book readers
and people religiously solid as tneir hills. I
can truthfully say not a Stuart of close kin. that
I have kn7Agn or neard of, has ever been dratted in
the Aaree wars „Arley aave ?articipated in. And now the
old eeneratioas are sleeping upo tne nigh Kentucky
hills amid tile primitive lands they cleared and
close to tae log houses they made.6
Money beinz scarce at the Stuart,' hone when Jesse was
a young toy, tae la: aad to learn early now to no his share of
the farm work. At six he went

'Mina Mitchell biggs, and Mabel Lee eackory, aistory oi
Greenup County, nentucky (Louisville, -he Franklin Press, 1951),
p. 265.
2Louisville Library Collections, Biography Series, Bess A.
RRy, ed.,
(Louisville, 1941), 3(1.

Ti

3Jesse Stuart, Beyond park halls (Mew York, E. P. Dutton & Co.,
1938), p.25.
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to the fields and worked all day; he had to help plant, hoe, and
harvest the

cron.4

When he was not working in the fields, he spent

many days in the weed fields and briar thickets hunting rabbits,
and nights in the woods, bunting coons, foxes, and possums.
During Jess's early life his family moved eight times.

.here

were ten houses in W-Hollow, and Stuarts had lived in eight of
the ten.

7hey always cleared up a farm for someone else and then

moved on.

Each time they moved it was to oeLter their position.

When he was nine years old, young Stuart went to
man his famly rented from.

work for the

He worked from ten to twelve hours a

day all the week until Sat rcay at noon for #3.15.

This no took

home and gave t_o his mo -.ner.5
Time and money limited Jesse's elementary schooling. However,
he managed to attend the Plum Gov's CraNmar School for three years,
never completing more than two-thirds of any one school year.
When he was eleven he had to quit school entirely to help make a.
living from the mills.
says

Jesse Stuart.

But I was schooled in a different way,'

'Ali tne farms

beautiful in the sprint months.
winter's sicaping.

I worked on in Kentucky were

I saw nature came to life from

1 learned many things from the hnd, and all the

life about me was a !Teat school and while I worked !or 7prentyfl

s a day I learned.".6
E4 plowed and cut corn in the Hiverton bottoms, in tne

fertile Ohio River Valley.

When that work was over for a. season,

he found work during the winter in a tinber job.

He could saw

and chop wood and make cross-ties

4enurier-Journal, April 17, 1938. Clipping.
5
Stuart, v.
. cit., p. 42.
6Jesse Stuart, 'What America Means to 4e," American Magazine,
CU (gay, 1951), 12.

3
equal to achy of the wood cutters.7
The war maw on, and Jessels father got a job with the
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

oielpany.

The first thing his father di,
'

was to buy a fifty-acre farm without a house.

He didn't have the

money to pay 'or it, hut he borrowed it, paying for the farm by
working on tne section and Improving nis fields by working at
8
nieht in tho moonlight and by lantern light.
In the meantime, Jesse's grandfather, Nathan Hilton, came to
live with his son.

He was past seventy and Jesse was fourteen when

the two built a house of loFs.

They cut down oaks, scored then with

double-billted +lees, and hewed them with broadaxes.

They split

rock with wedges and hewed the big stones and built the chimney.
They di all the work except for the ai

o!' s carpenter to build

toe foundation, put in the windows, and nan.; the doors.9

The

Stuarts moved into their first new hame in December and remained
there for twenty-nine years.
After the first crops were laid by on their own ler , part of
the summer was left.

Jesse, hearin:: that Greenup was in the

process of being overhauled, walked into town to lcmate a job and
went to work for a streut-paving cumpany.
pick, tearinT old stones

His work was with a

of the street.

The wore,
. was really

hard, an,2 the four-mile walk back home made his le 7w stiff at night
and his hands hurt.1°

It was hard for the foreman of the paving

company to get a man to pour cement into the concrete mixer; so
young Stuart asked for tne job and got it.

7

Stuart, Beyond Dark hiUs, p. 43.

8Stuart, °What America Means to Me, * American Magazine, p. 12.
9Loc. cit.
10Stuart, :Leyond Dark Hills, p. 47.

.

September came, mia the roa-buildinp. crew was mo:-.)d s.ro,Ind

in front of a schoolhouse.

There Jesse sdw his first hirh school--

Greenup High School, where well-dressed boys and girls walked
leisurely on the streets.

It

WKS

a beautiful school, a bluish-

gray brick buildinw, with a spire shooting above the tops of the
elm trees.11

Wanting to

o to this school, the boy told the

boss to pay him off.
With the desire to learn so very strong in him, he took the
Common School examination, just managing to pass, with the aid
of his small amount of elementary schooling.

havin7 accomplished

this achievement, he was passed into h gn school.

And thus,

in the opinion of the writer, begin-, another chapter in
Jesse Stuart's life.

11Ibid.,
p. 48.
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CHAPTER II
OBTAINING AN HD-CATION
Going to high school was a momentous decision for Jesse Stmrt,
as no Stuart had ever been through high school.

At first he was

afraid of the new school, but after he cot ihsite and experienced
the sympathetic feelings of pupils and teachers, he thought Greenup High School was the most wonderful place on earth.1

In order

to get the money he needed for ,
1 00ks and clothing, he minted wild
animals at night and sold the pelts.

Jesse gives credit to his

dog, who was the best hunting dog for miles arond, for puttin
g him
through his four years of high school.
After his first year in high school, the yon.- st-dent returned to the farm to work. It was mot the same place; he
wanted
to think about the town over the rid7e--Greenup.

He hurried to

get the crops laic by as soon as possible thet summer.

Having

heard of a military camp where boys got their way pain there and
back with all expenses wkile in camp, he put in his application
and
2
was accepted.
The trip to Camp Knox was the trip of his life.
longest my possible on government money.

He took the

At Camp Ercx he found

that a fifteen-year-old farm boy, six feet tall and wi-nin
g one
hundred and ten pounds wns a mIsfit.

le canp

was

e tort.,:re to

him, and ne actually cried when he was put into the awkwar
d squad.3
When he returned home he was happy to see the hills, and
it
would sooh be time for him to start off to school ae.;.n.

He helc

his brother and sisters

1Stuart, 'What America Means to Me," American Maeazi
ne, p. 14
2
Stuart, Beyond park Hills, p. 51.
3
Ibid., p. 52.

6
spellbound about Camp Knox and Louisville, alt:-.ough he had been in
Louisville only twice, both times when ne was passinr tnrouFh.

He

had tales to tell about everything but K. P. duty and the awkward
4
squad; these he never mentioned.
It was in high school that young Stuart's education as a poet
began in earnest.

There in Greenup High School, he was fortunate

in encountering Mrs. R. E. Hatton, his anglisn teacher, who realised
she had a poet to manage when Jesse s-,epped into her class.

Wisely

deciding that only a poet can teach a poet, sne introduced aim
to
the greatest of tne Ehglisn masters and to the Scottish
Burns.
quoting Jesse Stuart; 'Wis. Hatton did two things for me,
and I
shall be eternally grareful to her.

She introauced me to Robert

Burns, when I knew him not, and in my senior year, she
rave me
an overcoat, when I had none.'

While in high school he wrote more

than one hundred themes and two hundred poems for
Wis. Hatton.
Jesse Stuart nad another excellent experience wnile
in high
school, one the writer will only touch on now and save
the details
for a

chapter on 'Jesse Stuart's Teaching Care-Ir.'

7:%t„ main reason seventeen-year-old Jesse
decided tie wanted
to start teaching early in life was that his
sister had returned
fram a one-roam school beaten and a nervous
wreck.
and got, his sister's old job.6

He took the teachrs' eyarination

and made a second-class cor.,ifir,te.
of t

He asked for,

Also he had the trustee

Cane Creek School to recomnend him to the
superintendent,

who gave the would-be teacher tne school of
his chdice.

His

4Ibid., p. 53.
5Courier-Journal, June 25, 1939.
Clipping.
6Time Mamasinat

LIT, No.

13, (September 26, 1949), 77-79.

7
.parent4 were not in favor of nig proj
ect; they tout if he went
hunting for trouble, he would surely get
iaore tria_i his snare.
While at Cane Creak he experienced many
excitinT, incidents.
The last day of his teaching year
the school gar', a pregra. duri/Le
waien he thanked his pupils and taei
r parnts ior their cooneratioa.
ae told them taws tie would soon
be a pupil again and taat he had
learned more IL six months of teaching
tzau no had learned in his
three years of hign schoo1.7
All in all, higa scuool proved a
Tolden era for Jesse.

dy his

senior year he was doinr substitu
te teaching In the lower mel.les
in Greenup.

He had made the football ten, been
elected president

of the YMCA aod the Hi Y ,
k lub, sad at the end 01 the year
tied for
the highest honors in tae clas 5
s.
It was while in hign school
that the youthi...I Stuart's next
aspirations were born.

I knew I wanted to writ.
, ,"

"And to write meant I should am
to colle,es.

says Jesse.

I wanted to be tne

first member of my family to have
a college education.R9
His parents needed his help
on the far., but the desire to
go
on was stroLg. rfte books no had
read lifted him oeyond his
Greenup Lounty hills.

He talked to his fatrier about
going to

coller,e, but tae father wouldn't
listen.

Jesse has since sid that

at tnat time he was faced - w-Ith the
hardest decision of 'ails life.
One day while his fattier WRS RWRy
at work, tne son drove his
team of mules to the barn.

Later he packed his clothes and them
es,

and sole his motaer rue was
leaving.

tie was afraid tae mesas:

would hurt her feelings, but it
didn't.

She only laughed and said,

°Go ahead.

'Jesse Stuart, he Thread
that Auns So True (New York: Char
les
Scribner's Sons, 1951),
pp. 61-62.
8
Anonymous, unpublisned material 144ms
of Scribner Books and
Autnors, by Charlss Scribner's
sons.

be beck.
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Chickens came have to roost.

Out of the hills and in the big world his first job was with a
street carnival.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Jesse met people, but he lost his job near
He gave too many free riles on the machine he

p.

was operating.

He went, tvr a second time, to Fort Knox, and

came away with medals that were like candy to a child.

From =ort

Knox he went to a steel mill in Ashland, where he passed himself
off as tvente-one and obtained a job.

Jesse spent almost a year

there and learned to be a blacksmith.

In Beyond Dark Hills his

record of t:.bse menthe is realistic and terrifyiae.11
It was in the steel mills that Jesse Stuart became acquainted
with Ameriean writers.
mill and read

de would carry a book in his pocket to the

etween heats, by the blacksmith's lieht, instead of

going out to cool with the other men.
When September cane aTain and the leaves colored, he knew
he had to -o to collere.

He left the steel mills, paid all of his

debts, and had a few dollars ahead.

The year was 1926; he vas

going to collere some place but where he dic not know.
hiked past ziorehead State Colle7e,

ne hitch-

r the place looked too bir.

At the second college, Kentucky Nesleyan, he found tnat he did not
begin to have enourh money to enter.
Traveling on, he stp;.oed at Berea Collere, weer, the lean
asked him a raw questions before allowing him to register.

ne

was asked why he wanted to enter zierea and whether he thourht

Berea was the finest college in the country.

The youne colleTe

aspirant said, '
leo, he thought Harvard was better, and Vanderbilt
and the University of Virginia, but of the small schools he

10
Stuart, "What America Means to Me,2 p. 15.
11Jiew Iork limes, April 17, 193. Clipi-ing.

9
liked Berea."12

Es was told that 3erea had a waiting list and thet

he should return next year.

3ut Jesse would not take no for an

answer; so the dean advised hi 7 to zo to Lincolm Memor
ial University,
at Harrogate, Tennessee.
Jesse hitchhiked on to Lincolm Memorial, arriving
just in time
for reeistration.

He did not have enough money for his fees
and

tuition, but the college arranged for him to work.

In The nread

That Runs So True Jesse Stuart sives this accou
nt of dis collese
days at Lincoln Memprials
I worked my way tarongh college. I bought
my books,
clothes, paid my tuition, room rent and ooard
on the
twenty cents an hour that I earned. I did all
sorts nf work.
I helped di? and lay water lines from the
side of one Tountain
and across another; I clenmed manholes and unsto
pped sewers,
mowed grass over every foot of the spacious
campus many times,
worked on the farm and at tne dairy barn. I
delivered mail,
washed and dried dishes, mnd for one year dried
tne pots
and pans. I worked on tho Bull Gang at tne
limestone quarry
where we blasted 'limestone rocks from beneatn
the roots
of its cedar groves in Powell's Valley. Tnere
was scareely
any kind of work at Lincoln demorial that I hadn'
t done.13
He arran?ed his classes so ne could go to scnoo
l nalf a day
and work a half day.
While at Lincoln Memorial Jesse, received two
one—dollar bills
from home.
hame.

He says, ',hat was the biggest amount I ever
got from

Occasionally I got a one—dollar bill in a
letter from gam,

and I knew hcrwthe had made this dolla
r.
change back from the

She had saved a little

uter, es, and cream she sold.

I knew

she had skimped to send me a dollar and slighted
tne rest or
the children.'14
After the first year Jesse became edito
r of tne cobege paper

12Rober Van Gelder, The Road Up For
Jesse Stuart,' new fork
Times May 19, 1940. Clipping.
13Stuart, The Thread That Runs So True, pp. d6-67
14
Kentucky Authors Scrapbook (Louisville, Kentu
cky, Louisville
Free Public LibrarY). Household magaz
ine, gay, 1935.
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and was able to introduce some of his own writings.

He attended

Lincolm Memorial three years and two summers, graduating with a B
ElVerEt'l.

He left the

°liege in the sum-ler of 1929 and hitch-

hiked home, for he still owed the school one hundred
dollars.
When Jesne Stuart reached home, the first college gradu
ate
of his family, there was much rejoicing.

His parents were proud

of him; and his brother and sisters were happy, for he had
paved
the way for

le was delighted to be hams, for it took life

beyond those hills tc make one love life among the
hills.
He had a f-'w days free before he started teaching
school
again.

1-10 superintendent was awaiting his return, for he wante
d

to send Jesse Stuart to Winston High School, as
the only member
on the faculty.

13eilAg the ealy teacner, he of course taught all

of the subjects to fourteen students.

The was very successful;

the young teacher gave to pupils his beet, and
the:' in turn revaid
him by defeatine the larger high school in the
scholastic contests.
The second year he was offered and accepted
the position of principal
of this larger school.

Greenup County High School.

Jesse Stuart decided he would co to George Peabo
dy Teachers
College, in liashvil1e, ker_eessee, for a summer
of ereduate work.
He wanted to take courses in eecation
in order to prepare himself for the greater school task aheae.

Of this ecperience tar.

Stuart says:
I borrowed money from the teel:. I mad
saved approximately 17.W00 hundred dollars after I mad paid
Lincelm Memorial
University the hu dred dollars I owed fcr
college expenses.
With a little less than three hundred dolla
rs I went to
Peabody College for the summer, since this
college for
teachers had been recommended to me as the
"Columbia
University of the South." I took courses
in Snglisn,
philosopay of education, extra-curricula activ
ity period
program, and eucation. There were teachers,
principals.
city and county school superintendents in
my class. I met
many of these educators and sat under the
famous "tree of
education" and discussed high-school manag
ement and higaschool problems.15
15 Ibid., p. 109

11
After he had cost-dated his summer's work at Peabody Coils ?5,
he returned to his acme ,ounty.

He held his teachers' meeting

the Saturday before school started on Monday, and for the first
time met the teachers with whom he wold work.

He an

his seven

teachers had a full load with approximately three hundred pu,1.1
totssach.

The board of education definitely had a point when

they hired a yt
such a load.

faculty, for only youncr teachers could stand

They worked ia unison when tney made out their

schedule, and lauf-hed and joked about their work to cue.k6 When
the school year was completed Jesse reapplied for his position
with the reservation that his salary be increased to $1500 for
the following year.

At the board meeting ne was not rehired,
1 7

for, according to the board, kr, Stuart had asked for too much.'"
The following summer Jesse Stuart and his brother worked on
his father's farm.

HO planned for his part of the tobacco crop

to pay his expenses for a year of graduate work at Vanderbilt
University.
crop rotted.

After the heavy summer rain and not enough sun, his
He knew the crop, on which he had fastened his hopes

to finance a year in college, was no longer a reality.
he had to borrow tne :uoney ror
With a

is education.

A7ain

de sarts

dred and fifty dollars I went to Vanderbilt

University to do a year of graduate work.

A conservative

estimate oi my e:cpenses there for one year wuulo have beau
nine hundred dollars.

I went to Vanderbilt University, because

I wanted to take courses under the me.. wnose poems, stories,
articles, and nonfiction 000ks I had read."

16,
113111 p. 110A
17
Ibid.. p. 137.
8i bid., p. 141.
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In the fall of 1931 Jesse Stuart entered Vanderbilt University.
-Geeing the first semester he spent four hours a day as a janitor;
in addition to this servir7e he worked in the Wesley Hall cafeteria
for eleven meals per week and lived on these eleven meals a week
fram Saetember to Febrmery.19 His grades at the end of the first
semester were not outstanding.

Not only had his outside work

robbed him of nis stuey time, but he had been able to buy only
a few books for nis courses.

However, witn a stree.g, detsrmination

not to be defeatad, ne registered for the second sPe, gl'Cr at
ianderbilt.
Shertly after the second semester began, Wesley Hall, in
whi,7h Mr. Stuart was rooming, turned.

Witn tnis disaster went all

of his coltaing except the suit he had on, the thesis he was
attempting to write for the master of arts degree, a term paper
he had rewritten for the fiftn time, fifty sonnets, part of a
novel, and all the poems re had brought to Vanderbilt.

The fire

also destroyed the cafeteria wtere he nad eked out eleven meals
per week, enouen rations to keep strength in his body.20

Clothes

were gathered over Nashville for the boys, and Stuart was able to
obtain a free room.

He lived the rest of the semester on one

meal a day and crank water to ease the aunger pains.
As an assignment, Dr. E;w-in Mims had his i4ng,l1an class write
a brief autobiograpny.

Jesse

tuart meant to write eighteen pages;

instead, tie turned in 322 closely written pares.

A week later Dr.

Mims tolO nim that in his forty years of teaching he had never
read anything "eo crudely written and yet Detiful, tremendous,
and powerfU1.621

In 1938 this same term paper, with some working

over, was published as Beyond Dark Hills.
of Jesse Stuart as follows*

Dr. Mims speaks

20stuart, Beyond Dark Hills, p. 315.
21New York ames

May 17, 1938. Clipping.
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I always said I discovered him through the autobiography
he handed me as an assignment in Victorian Literature. As
read it I knew he was a genius, and so told my class and others
teaflhing in the Englisn Department.2
Jesse Stuart failed to get his Master's decree at Vanderbilt,
not tecRse of his class work, but because he never com.ileted a
After his half-finisned thesis went u: in flames, he co,11d

thesis.

never sr?e, his way to write it over.

he borrowed two dollars for

food and titcnniked back to Kentucky once more.

nhen he arrived

In If-Hollow, the beauty of the spring caused him to want to write
poetry.

He wrote as he had never writ:en before, even while at

work in the tobacco and corn fields.
During the summer three men, representing the Greenup bounty
Hoard of zducation, came out to W-Hollow looking for Mr. Stuart.
They were interested in getting aim back in the school system as
superintendent of the Greenup (dounty scnools.

he at first re-

jected the ofrer, but later when tie heard of the positian, he
accepted.

HA was twenty.-four years old, one of the r)ungest

persons ever to hold tte position of superintendent in the state
of Kentucky.

There were many trials and tribulations connected

with this year of service.

Nevertheless, Mr. Stuart became so

interested in education that tne following sumner, after serving
as superintendent, he returned to Peabody Col1e7e.
It was at Peal,Ay that Jesse Stuart received his ideas of
education, !:or he ha'l obtained all of his educational courses at
this schock, except for one.

He returned with many important

questions to ask the professors of education.
A4 heretofore Mr. Stuart aever attended school without a
financial struggle.
was unable to meet

During the past year the board of education

14
the expenditure of his salary.

However, this lifAculty did not

prevent him from entering Peabody.

He immediately wrote a manu-

script mulch he icld for a price sufficient enough to carry him
tnrough the summer.

ihis time when he left college, ns mode ot

transportati,n was slightly different.

de had the nappy experience

of riding home on the Pan American frain instead of hitchnikiag.
Mr. Stuart says, °It is only in a democracy that we as free
people can obtain an education as I did.

It

is

strange tnat in

America something will always take care or y0u."3
Thus ended Jesse 6tuart's struggle to gain a trnial education,
hut in 1'337 a wonderful thing naptened to Aim tnat would challenge
any type of formal education.

Of this experience the 7,OUISVILLE

limes carried tne following bit of newst
Selected because of the universal appeal of his poetry
and prose, the thirty year-old high school principal is one
of the sixty-three 1937 recipients of the Joan Simon
Guggenneim Foundation.24
Later in the year this article appeared in the paper;
Around June 20 a young Kentuckian with a burning ambition
to be a great American poet will pack his traveling kit,
consistin4 mostly of manuscripts and writing tools, and 1/3 8.170
his beloved Eastern Kentucky hills Vor Europe. this young
Kentuckian is Jesse Hilton Stuart and Die is making the trip
because judges ror the Liuggenheim Memorial Foundation believe
his book of poems, 'fhe Man wit a Bull ionzue Plow deserved
the eward for wie best bit or creative writing in the U. S.
Spending fourteen months visitnnig twenty-even different
countries :Jf Europe rewriting his autobiography, deyond Dark hilir.
he visited a farm and a school in each of these countries.

He

wanted to see tae diferent,

23Jesse Stuart's conversation witn Lae wriLer, April 20, 1952,
24Louisville Times, March 29, 1.-i37. Clipping.
25Louisville Times, June 11, 1937. Clipping.
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natianalitiee mat aad ma :"At up America.

Mr. Stuart says:

1 returned to my America wit this feeliagt I never
kaew America trItil I went to Europe. Now, 1 realised
America diOn't owe me a cent, I awed America. 1 awed
taanke to book reviewers, who had given me valuable criticism
and praise and wao had nelped me to !Decame a writer. I
owed more than I co'lld ever repay to my teachers,
elementary, high school, and college. fhey ha o lifted
and inspired me to do big7er and better thinms.26
In addition to his formal education and nis fellowship
a
abroaa, kr. Stuart nes received several honarary degrees. rhe
graduate faculty of the University

Of

b.entucky recmhuenced Jesse

Stuart for tile Liuctor of Letters Degree.

l'ne honor was bestowed

upoa aim in 1944 during the seventy-elgntn annual ccem._lencement
27
progrcu.
Twentyk-one years after he was 4ralated from Linco_m memorial
University, ne received az nonerary deorree of Doctor o"' Humane
Letters from its Alma Mater.

Just this year no was nonored

by Marietta Colle7e, Marietta, Ohio, with a dee

o

of Literature for his outst,tnoing writ -g.2

26stuart, *Ahat America Means
to ke," p. 16.
2'
7courier-Journai,

May 5, 1944. Clipping.

2o
Courier-Jouraali February 19, 1952. Clipping.
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CHAPTER III
AS AR 3DIF:CATOR

Jesse Stuart's fame as a poet, author, and lecturer
dulled his teal for teaching school.
at heart a school teacher.

as net

He is and will always remain

He spent eleven years in five different

positions in the courty of Ireenup intermittently from the mid—
twenties to the late thirt1es.1
A few weeks bef'crs 3i:art was seventeen years old, he began
his life as a schJo14:eacr,,,
-,

Wit

t second—class certificate he

initiated his carear in a dilapidated one—room structure in
Lonesome Valley, where he taught fifty—four classes in six hears
of actual work each der:,

:nere were students in all the grades

from the first to the eighth, same of the pupils being older and
larger than he was, and discipline an one occasion resulted in
a fist fight between the student and teacher.

Of this incident

Mr. Stuart sayss
I had doubted that my secand—class certificate and
my three years in high school qualified me to teach school.
But now, when I measured my knowledge With ay pupils, T
knew without a doubt that I was an educated man. I nad
ne-,rer known tmt youth could be so poorly trained in school
as w-ere my Cane Creek School pupils. But unless I was r.hased
out of the school, as my sister had been, T was determined
to give them the best I had.2
He worked hard not only as a teacher but as the janitor and
general repairman.

The young teacher believed that the school—

house should be made a place of beauty, prettier and cleaner than
any of the homes the Pupils came tram, so they would 1-ve the
house and Turrou dints.

Such conditions womAd make the students

lhew York Times, September 25, 1949. Clipping.
2stuart, The Thread That Runs So True, P. 9.
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want to come to school; they would think of school as a place
of
beauty and would want to keep it in that condition.

With the

necessary material from the board of education, the teacher and
his students rersired and painted their school.
To Jesse Stuart, teaching was the most interesting thing
he had ever participated in.

Weeks seemed like days, for he

made play of his work, and teaching was a game.

Mi. Stuart gives

this picture of his activity with his younger children:
When tine came for my first beginners' class, I tore
the big sheet from the calendar. I cut the numbers apart,
told or asked what they were, and handed them to the children.
I cut stiff backs of tablets and pasted same of the numbers
on the cardboard. Then I told the class to sit together,
four in a seat, and paste all the numbers and cardboard
squares together. Whil I we ; on with my other classea
tnese children were busy. When recess came they wanted more
to do.--rather than go out to play. Some numbers were pasted
sideways, but what did that matter/ They had done well with
no more supervision than I had given them.
I searched my brain for an idea to tie with reading and
draveng. I d-ew objects on the board with which they were
familiar in groups of one, two, three, and four. When
time
came for my next beginners' class, I asked the Children to
identify the objects, which T wrote aborts the object,
then
by number, which I wrote beneath it. They were so excited
they set on the ed-e of the recitation bench, their bare
feet tapping nervmaaly on the floor. Then I reached for
the
stack of nuCoer cards and held them up asking the class to
name the number. I was surprised they recognised so
many.
The roam was so quiet you could hear a pin fall. Every
pupil in the roam was interested. This was something they
had never done--had never seen done--but they rez:ogn
ized it
as an interesting was to learn. This was play and one
idea
led to another.3
In the upper grades he gave his students arithmetic
that could
be applied to problems in the commu:ity.

He taught nis pupils how

to measure a field and to figure the number of acres,
as well as how
to figure the number of bushels in a wagon bed or a
corn bin.

Soon

farmers from all over the volley and from other valley
s came to the
school, to have solved such problems as how many
bushels of coal in
3 Ibid., p. 39.

•••••-a•mi

le
a.wagon load, the number of bushels of corn in their bins, and haw
4
much dirt to rem,? -re for a cellar or wells

They never were refused

a request, and if the problem was small enough, it was completed
durinc, school.

On Saturday' they went out to the fields to figure

and to survey land for the patrons of the district.
Jesse Stuart taught his students, many of wi-.om never left
Lonesome Valley, the practical appliance of simple learning to everyday problems.

ha instructed them how to write letters, now to be

clean with drinking water, about personal sanitation, the necessity
of screens for their windows and doors, and many other things aside
from their textbooks.
not giv

When he assigned themes to be written, he did

to the students the topics listed in their books; instead

they wrote about people, places, and adventures in their own
In this little school Mr. Stuart stimulated such an

community.

enthusiasm for education that a few students struggled to go to
11411 school, and one went beyond nigh school.--to college.

At the

end of his first year of teaching, Jesse Stuart returned to high
school and college to strive for his awn education.
Mr. Stuart thought and still thinks of teaching as the most
Important profession under the sun.
greate-,t

ecause it is tne 7nrther

He frankly admits It is the
F.,11 otl.er professions.5

He was

no ,7rdinary teacher, his schoolwork being like a religion to him,
and he z.s.ve himself completely to that religion.

He fought literal

and f guratively, with his fists and with his wits, for new ideas
even though at times his struggles, caused him to lose friends and
risk his very life.6
Because of tis high regard for education and the teaching
profession,

4Tirne

Magazine,

PP. 77-78.
5Jesse Stuart, conversation with the writer, April 19, 1952.
6Courier-Journal January 15, 1950. Clipping.
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Jesse Stuart returned to this profession upon completion
of his
college degree.

As the only faculty member of Winston Hirh School

he found it difficult to keep ahead of his fourteen stude
nts.

When

he accepted the position, he thought he would deal witn products
of
rural districts such as he had had at Lonesome Valley.

In fact, he

took some books to read at night so that he would not be
lonesome
Instead, he spent many hours In the evenings preparing for
the
lessons he would teach the foil wing day; if he did not, his
pupils
taught him.

At the end of two weeks re was learning the subjects

that had been difficult for him in high school.

One boy cod

quote dates and material from textbooks verbatim; the otner thirt
een
students also were superior in information and intelligence.

The

books Mi. Stuart took to read himself were a challenge
to these
studentre.

They read the books and pleaded for additional numbe
rs.

More than once tne teacher walked a great distance to
obtain books
for those who hungered to know about the world outsi
de their narrow
valley.

On one occasion he endangered his life by walking
through

a mountain blizzard to bring books to his students.7

En route

to his home, during the wintry night, he lost the
path he was
traveling, havinr to sleep in corn fodder to preve
nt freezing to death,
But such hardship did not phase Jesse Stuart, becau
se he knew what
learning meant to the mountain boys and girl.
.
Mr. Stuart felt that his fourteen students were
so superior he
went to the superintendent and made plans for
a scholastic contest.
When he told his pupils ne had arranged for
them to pit their skill
against another school, they were fired with
competitive spirit.
Their contestant was the large Greenup Count
y High School.

Of this

phase of his career the proud teacher sayer

-r National

Education Association yjnurnAl, Decem
ber, 1949, p. 695.
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Despite the challense ahead an( all the reviewing and
study we planned to do, we never stepped play. The Tiber
River was frozen over end the ring of skates and merry laughter
broke the stillness- of the winter nights. We were a united
littlt group, small but powerful. We played hard, and studied
hard.c
Mr. Stuart took six boys for tte contest, and he wanted to take
a girl to enter in the Latin contest but, because of the long mmleback
ride, in the bitter cold, the girl's 'ffth.er would not permit her to
make the journey.

The students of the larger school, with strangeneas

and wonder, stared at the little mule cavalA:de wten it crossed the
schoolyard, as if it were from another

rid.

The 7ni-rersity of Kentucky and the State Department of

du cation

made out the questions for the contest and sent e key to grade by.
After tna ppers were graded and the scores counted, it was revealed
that Winston High 3chool had taken six first places out of the seven
subjects they had

r.i.z.erfd.

?.)

When the mule cavalcaee departed fran

Greenup High School, ti6y left behind many crying, defeated studenta.
The results of t
news to Jesse Stuart:

victory of the contest brought additional
tne T.,eople of Ireenup wanted him for the new

principal at their high school.

They sent the chairmen of the city

serool board to offer him the position; at first he was stunned but
later he accepted.

Mr. Stuart says:

I had entered )reenup High School, as a student, by taking
an examination. I had passed the examination, making an avera,7e
cf seventy-eieht, after having an approximate thirty months of
rural school training. I had been perhaps the poorest trained
pupil ever to enter the high school. And now, five years- after
I had graduated from this school, I was invited back to became
principal.9

11 Stuart, The Thread That Runs So True, pp. 9S-97.
9 /bid.

pp. 103-104.
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In the fall he returned from Peabody and held his first
teacher's
meeting, of which Jesse Stuart earls
For the first time, I met the teachers I would work
with.
I hadn't recommended one of them. / had been told at
Peabody
College by a famous teacher and educator that a principal
should
recommend his teachers, since he had to work with them. Then
his
superintendent and the members of his board of education shoul
d
•
hold him responsible for the o;tcome and growth of his schoo
l,
But while I was away at college, my teachers had been
hired)u
He did feel, however, tnat the board had made an
excellent selection,
for he had a young faculty, willing to work.
Jesse Stuart and his sevennteachers were overloaded with
their
three-h;:indred students.

As principal tie nad to carry a full teacher's

toad to keep from over-working his faculty.

One of his biggest

ditappointments came when he received his first month
's salary.
teacher his salary nad always been insufficient.

As a

His first teaching posit-

ion had carried a salary of sixty-eight dollars a month
; however, now as
principal :f a large high school he thou7ht he would
receive approximately
$1,500 for nine months.

de was informed wnen he accepted the position

that his salary coa1d not be quoted until the
superintendent knew what
the per capita money from the state would amount
to, and an estimate of
the county school tes had been submitted.

After this report was completed,

he was told there would be a salary schedule for teach
ers worked out, and
his salary wculi be paid accordingly.
compensation, he was astonished.

When he received this first month's

He received only a hundred and eleven

dollars per mouth; but it was too late for hl_m to
break his contract then.
His salary Tres biat

on the same salary sciledule aa that of his teachers,

and one teacher even made mare man he dAd because
she had more experience.
However, if this arrangement was j'Art, then all
the teaching at Peabody
College was wrong.11

10-Tbid., p. 109.
11 Ibid., p. 110.

He felt as if he could cut living expenses
and
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manage to save a little money by staying at home, in W-Hollaw, and
walking back and forth to his school.
arrangement, however, and he

MRS

The board found fault with this

compelled to live in the hotel in

Greenup.
Mr. Stuart's year at Greanup High School was composed of many
trials and errors.

In fact when he was made principa) the board told him:

Now you can have the school on trial. If you can handle the
boys and make tnem lenow their places, we wahL yrn. If you can whip
them, we want yon. If they whip you, we don't want you. It is a
big job we have up there, you have got to watch them412
In spite of these remarks Jesse Stuart applied psychology to his school
problems and tried to conquer the undesirab-s.
One of the first cnanges ne brought about was to remove a bir sign
which read 'Keep Off The Grass," and beneath tnese words was tne followi
ngs
'If you don't, you will be punished.'

Mr. Stuart sayes

I think it is the nat re of the American people to do a thing
when they nave been told tney can't do it. I removed the sign not
to step on the grass for I knew they would do it just to see how
the touch of the grass felt no their feet. I suggested they didn't
walk on the young grass until It was well-rooted in the
ground.
I don't tnink a student tnereafter stepped on the grass unless it
was by accident.13
The children reacted splendidly to their new principal's
psychology
Icause they understood the difference between threate
ning and leading.
As most schools do, Un. Stuart and his Greennto High School
had
an attendance problem, and at that time attendance officer
s were
of.

Early in the school year he neld a faculty meeting and tried
to came

to some definite ccnclusions in regards to the problem
.
decide:i to cneck twice a day on tae attendance.

The facUlty

If a child were absent,

T2-ituart, Beyond Dark Hills, p. 272.
13

nheard

Jesse Stuart: Waen ktot To Take Advice', The Satt.rday
Review of
Literature, XXVIII, No. 7 (February 17, 1945), 11.
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and a telephone were in this chil
d's home, his parents were contacte
d
by this means.

If there were no telepnone, tnen a note was requ
ired

from the parents explaining why the stud
ent was absent.

When tne absence

was not excusable, five per cent from
the ptr il's grades was taken off in
all subjects. If the absences were excu
sed, the student was allowed to
make up his work.

ihree unexcused tardies were consider
ed as an absence.

These conclusions were announced to tne
school and explained in detail.
They wanted each student to u derstadi
d it was his responsibility to be
in scncol, and he must be there on time.

It was explained that each

pupil's written excuse would be filed and
that parents would have access
to the files at all tines.

While the arranrement appeared to be suun
d,

it did aot end tne attendance problems
.
continued to clutter the files.14

Unexcused absences and tardines
s.'

Jesse Stuart realized chat the new

system was a failure, and it, in addi
tion to many other problems, would
hav.7 to be solved from another
angle.
Another major problem was tnat the
Greenup High School Trincipal and
teachers received much criticism
from the town about the nigh school
students'
drinking and rezoning. Accordinr
to the principal too often parents
pass their responsibility of thei
r awn children off on the school and
teacher, mnd he says:
I knew this was another prob
lem I couldn't solve alone;
it
didn't matter how much I loved
to face a scnuol uroblem and try
to figure a way to solve it.
I loved no m,at cue, race it and
fight it. But this problem
was too big. It WS3 a problem
for
tne town, county, aho sts,e to
namole_
let it affected our school.
I knew the life, morals, spir
it, and prorress of Greenup high
School ..epended upon ev-erybody
.n tne community. Why shouldn'
t the
parents aelp do something abou
t trim? how would I get these
problems over to the people wit:
iuut maKinr everybody mad at met
/ wanted to use tact. I had
to neve cooperaLion. I clad to
work
14 Stuart, The Thread Tnat Runs
So True

p. 114.
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these proolews tarough Greenup organizations.
than alone.l''

I couldn't meet

Then tne idea came to Mr. Stuait, why not try to get the Greenup dign
Scnooi P.T.A. behind these problems?

It wad a small organization, end

not all the parents of the county students wero ale to attend,

causq they

lived miles ...way shi were without convenient methods of travel.
time the P.T.A. had

Up to this

een, in tne main, a social runction, attending to a

few business matters, and then adjourning for refreshments.

The

principal felt as if it were time for this associat1on to lo
something
constructive for the high school and for the community.

4r. Stuart's

most di:ticult problem now was, how tobring tia issue before
toe parents
without offending them.
Before tne next meeting Jess-, Stuftrt had found gambli
ng on the school
grounds, but for 'rie time being Re nal refrained
from administering
pu ishment.

Finally it was thought, by some of tne parents, taat
tne

principal approved of the vice, since it had uot
been frowned upon.
At the P.T.A. meeting one of the parents brought the proble
m to the
open, and this was Mr. Stuart's golden oonortunity.

de was called on

to express his opinion of tne problem, since pu7ils
had been caught
gambling and had not oeen pmished by tne aut.lorities
.

At this very

trying mament, Jesse St.:art told tae parents haw he
nad seen from his
hotel roam, their c:IiLiren walking the streets until
midnight.

he

asked tnem if taey knew at what time tneir childr
en came home at
night.

Also ae remarked that ne knew there was ?ambling
carried on in

many of the homes.

The parents would have to have a change of neart

if they desired the gambling to be broken up
in Greenup High School.
he told them tnat every man, woman, and child
in that community was a part
of the school;

lb Ibid., p. 123.
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tneir ways of life in tnelr
home and in tneir to
school.

reflected in the

They could eelp, or tney cou
ld harm tne school.

ihe success
of the school depenuel lar
gely upon the commun
ity. He told how when
he
first started teachine, he
thought the teache
r@ and the pupils made the
school. Since tnen e nad
found tnis to be • fal
se opinion.16
With these words Mr.
ltuert expressed nis
newer and most sincere
beliefs
'The little island if hum
anity that is each one
of you must unite wit
h
other islands and became
a mainland if we are
to have a successful sch
ool.'17
The results of tuts P.T.A.
meeting and speech solved
tne problems of
Greenup High School.
The school caused • mor
al reformation among
the
citizens of Green‘rp. In
a short time Jesse Stu
art and his facult
y were
able to show the par
emtsof their p.r.A. [:ow
their cooperation had
helped
solve the :roblems of the
school. fne studts
grades improved, tne
un—
excused tardies and abs
ences diminished, and
school was a happier
place
for everyone concer
ned.
Tho rest of the school yea
r was nothing but suc
cessPil for Mr. Stuart
and for ,lreenup Mei
School. In the spring
some of the best
students were
entered in a district sch
olastic contest, win
ning first place in thi
s contest
and beinr given much pub
licity for their ach
ievement. Of it.is tim
e the
principal says, We rat
ed n.gh in athletics,
but we rated first
scholsstically.' 18 Jesse
Stuart always placed
academic activities bef
ore
recreational activitie
s. With tnis character
istic he instilled int
o
numerous mountain youngs
ters tne great cleslr
e for an edueatien.
At the end of the school
year, qr. otuart fel
t ne was forced
financially to reques
t an increase in salary
for the casing year.
The
16 ibid., n. 127.
17 rc-Tec.- eit•
18 TTd.Tp. 133
.
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salary. he had received bought only the bare necessities of life.

,n

his letter to the board ne asked tnat his salary be increased to $1,5D0
for nine months; the smallest amount he thought he could accept.

However,

the board, feeling that he had asked for too large a 311M, refused his
request.

Without a position, JOSSO Stuart turned once more to college

to complete a year of graduate work at Vanderbilt University.
The summer after Mr. Stuart returned from the eniversity, the
Greenup County Board of Education sought him for their new superintendent.
After due consideration, he rave an affirmative response, but tnere was
still one drawback: he 'aid not possess the seperintendent certificate.

In

due time he received us certificate, and at the age of twenty-four,
became superintendent of Greenup County Schools.

he was the youngest

superintendent in the state at the time, and one of the youngest in
history.

Be was in cnarge of more than one hundred teachers, most of

whom were many years older and a great deal more experienced than
ne. 19
Jesse

Stuart tells of nis first day

as

superintendent RS followet

My first day in office, I was ft busy man. I must have nad
a hundred visitors. Each one wanted something. 'any were school
trustees who nad axes to grind with other school trustees. While
I was in Vanderbilt Thiiversity, I didn't know that a law had been
passed to have three district school trustees instead of
one.
Now each little rural school district in each county in the
state
of r entIcky nad three district school trustees. Why the school
teachers and the edecators and the tninking citizens nad ever allowed
this bill to pass was beyond me, for this gave each teacher of
the little rural scnool nine bosses* three trustees, five county
school board members, and the county school superintendent.
3ut the district school trustees nad true power. Many of
these
trustees nad come te see me on the :irst day I was in
office.
We now had 246 district school trustees in Greenup County.20
19 Anonymous, unpublished material News of Scribner's
Books and Authors,
by Charles Scribner's Sons.
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The schools were often Jnder the tnumb of dictatorial trustees
who could not write tneir names, and who woLle not know their own names if
they had been printed on road si gn8.21

This was Jost one of the eirst

inequalities that Jesse Stuart worked Siberian—salt—mine eours trying to
right.

ne advocated tee eliminatien Jf the trustee system 'there in a e

trustee who exercised control over a school was often an illiterate.M
One of the bitterest denqnciations he ever made in print was in regard
to
the school trustee system.

Of this he says as follows:

In these artIclee I eeee the st te snoule pass a law to do away
with tnis system, for el loeg Its membereof the teaching profession
in the rural school eestricts of Kentucky clad to be subject to,
and controlled by, these little self—important dictatorial drones,
we could never have a school system. 3
He sent these articles to nowteapere and to a local educational
magazine,
but they were returned as east es ne sent tnem.

de realizes now tnat if

he had sent tnese articles to ma7;azines of naeional circulation
instead
of to little local magazines and newspapers, ais tlrht se-ains
t these evils
might nave teen aefferent.24
Any superintendent wno nad the trustee system to wore witn :end
it
dangerous.

Because of the political schism in tee

3

noel system, Jesse

Stuart found members appearing at meetings witn fe is in tne:r
pockets.
"When he had a board meeting,

he says,

alive ane weo would oe left dead."25

we never knew who would

.he local aistrict school trustee

Stuart, The enread That Runs. 12 :true, pp. 148-149.
21,ame Magazi
ne, p. le.
. 2.--67Tier—Jotenal, January 15, 1950. Clippi
ng.
23 Stuart, 7171-1777ead
That Runs So True,. p. 215.
24 Loc. cit.
••=••••••=IM
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tried to tell the school board and superintendent now to manage
the affairs of the system.

But worse still, they tried to make Mr.

Stuart act in their behalf Et,Tainst tne teachers.

This he would not

do, and because ne felt so deeply for the members of his profe
ssion,
he fougnt ror tnem and with them, with every ounce of his energ
y,
mentally and physically.

Jesse Stuart says, 'If this was not an

injustice I was fighting against, I have never in my life
seen an
injustice.

Never had I heard of any other profession there one worke
r

was dominated by so many rulers.°26
When he took office in 1932, he insisted that a publi
c accountant
be called in to audit the county school beard books Etnd
to present the
facts. l`wo weeks later the &Alt displayed this newel

for the past

three years the county had been over-spending its budre
t.

The county

was now 1144,000 in debt including its bondel indeb
tedness.
deficit of $3,300 in their account at the bank.

There was a

Something had to be done

and done in a hurry to keep the whole county syste
m from collapsing.

If

the matter were not handled properly, approximat
ely ftve thousand students
would have to be sent home and the school doors
closed.

Mr. Stuart

suggested to his board that tnere be a change
in the schooling of pupils
living in eastern Greenup County.

InAtead of their paying the tuition to

the city nigh school for these studente, he advoc
ated transporting the
children across the county to the county high
school.

The plan was &

meats of saving money, for the tIlition the
board was paying was exceedingly high.

After much persuasion the board finally voted
in favor of the

new arrangement, the first attempt that was
made was to meet

25 Jesse Stuart, 'Mountain School' The Land, VIII, No. 4 (Winter Quarterly,
1949-1950), 439-445.
26 Stuart, The Thread That Runs So True, pp. 163-164.
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the.ftmancial situation and

SWTS

tne school sy5tem.27

Mr. Stuart went to work reading all the financial books he could
locate.

He was willing to learn everything he could about the problems

and his duties as superintendent.
progress on his own.

However, he did not make too much

ConcArning the financial problem, superintendent

Stuart said:
Then the thought came to me that there were many mmall
businesses in Greenup County managed by successfnl businessmen.
I reasoned if businessmen could be successful for themselves,
why couldn't they give sound advice to me and to my board of
education, whose backs were now against the wall? But we could
not have then unless we could get their services free.26
When the men were, called in to meet with the board, in a financial
advisory capacikl, they were flattered.

It

WRS

trio first time that

businessmen had been called in to occupy tnia capacity.

Mr. Stuart re-

quested of the men, as re ..ad of his board, not to spread the news of
their impending financial crisis to the p bite.

If the news were carried

far and wide, it would be detrimental to the little credit they possessed.
After the men had studied the auditor's report and the report of the
anticipated revenue for the year, tney came to tnis one conclusion:
The boar i would have to make new debts to pay tne old dsbts; money
would nave to be borrowed.

Also the board would have to cut expenses in

order to meet their budr;et.29

While their proposed plan sounded satis-

factory, it was not the solution to the problem.

Mr. Stuart tried

borrowing from banks in Kentucky and in adjoining states, each telling
him that money was scarce and that thousands were asking for credit.

The

problem was especially difficult as there was no collateral to offer for

zf

Ibid., P-40.
28 Ibid., P.
152
'
29 Ibicit , pp. 152-153.
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socurity,30
There was not enough money to pay even tno teachers their meager but
much-needed salaries.
$65 per month.

The major portion of the salaries averaged around

At the end of the rirst montn che teachers were supposed to

be paid, but with what!

The superintendent went out to the schools to give

his teachers yap talks, but instead tney gave nim pep talks.
says that teachers constitute the only

Jesse Stuart

rofession tie nas ever seen or that

he aas ever known in his life, who would work witnout pay.

t!
They did not

receive all of their salary until five years later, and part of his awn
salary was delayed seven years.31

Nevertheless, true members of the most

underpaid professioa in the United States did not whimper nor ask too many
questions about tneir salaries.

They kept on working and, if anytning,

worked narder than ever before.
The only way to save the school system was to remake the budget.

24r.

Stuart says:
Witn the approval of my county board, I started to work on
our budget, rhe budget I had inherited from my predecessor mad
been made for an anticipated revenue we would not receive. We
could not raise taxation, toe state law didn't ,ermit us to do
this. In the state of Aentmcky, cities and counties were governed
by dual taxation laws. Ihe maximum school taxation an property
valvation of the cou-ty rural oistricts was seventy-five cents
per $100 valuation. The maximum school taxation in the city
independent districts, whert tnere were greater concentrations
of wealth, was $1.50 per $100 valuation. We nad two school systems.
We had toe poor, and the poorer systems. We aad this great discrimination
shown between the rural and city pupils in Kentucky. This discrimination made me madder taan Lae Corn Laws of Great Britain could have
made Thomas Carlyle, and, like Carlyle, I decided to do sometnIng about
it as soon as I nad finished with the emergency work in my office.

11° Stuart, Beyond Dark Hills p. 355.
31 Jesse St71;7-17MEducation for • Free People," Scnools to Keep Us Free.
Official Report; American Association of Scnool Administrators, 77th Annual
Convention; Atlantic City, New Jersey; February 17-22, 1951, p. 28.
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That emergency work of

COUrS0 was to alike •

new school budgst.32

With the aid of a business man, a board member, and tne auditor, Mr.
Stuart completed the task of constructing the new budget.

Instead of

posting the budget to tne state department of education, he asked the
school board for expense money to take niT and Lne aAitor to Frankfort.
de talked to tile State Superintendent of Schools, explaining to him the

plight of the Greenup County School System.
facts and :Agures.

Tne auditor displayed to him

When Stuart had presented tne budget to the state

department of education, the members were generous with their time, and
assisted aim in ma_k-ing sous &iterations.
JeSt5f3

Stuart returned

arrived,

1

Tne budget was approved.

victoriously; in due time the per capita money

Poe the tirst tins tne board was able to issue checks to it's

one hundred .-ural teacners--checks

were long overdue, for these

teachers had been teaching since July.°3
inere were many order hardsnips ana problems during the years tat
Jesse Stuart served as superintendent.

Some of the experiences led to

lawsuits; in tact, there were tairty-two lawsuits.

But Jesse Stuart

says, ":o show you now right tne board was, we gained victory in tairtyone and a half cases.u34
The Kentucky Scnool law required the superintendent of county sonools
to make at least one visitation during the year to each rural school under
his supervision.

ine school board appropriated a small amount of money

so Mr. Stuart could fulfill this requirement.

As he traveled from school

to school, he wished the members of tae Mhitucky State Department of
Education could follow.

They were too far removed from tne front line

schools, in their well-lighted, well-heated, and comfortable offices.

Stuart, The -Airead Thet Runs So True, p. 155.
33 Loc. cit.
34 StuarT7I'Education tor a Free People, Schools to Keep Ds Free, p. 28.
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ne wanted taem c,o see tae ground roots of American democracy.--ground
roots T.:oat penetrated deeply into tne ruvled American earth.
of tne future progress of tne schools.

There were ten tno.)sand tnings ne

co.dd tnink of to say about schools and school teaching.
not begin to say all he wante

L4e thought

But he could

to say, nor could ne begin to do all the

things ne wanted to accomplish.

The need was too great.

This was yr.

Stuart's philosophy:
One couldn't be away from the needs of the schools and figure
the results. One had to be with them, see them, be a living part
of the wnole. For when one was a part of the rock—bottom reality,
precede the action. Vision: first, good roads ultil we could have
consolidation of schools, tnen, consolidated schools, well—qualified
teachers, who would tenon pupils how to get along with one another.
Help them find a vocation in life and work toward that vocation.
Not let the talent of any pupil born upon this earth with a fair
amou t of intelligence, be lost to the whole of humanity. Teach
them to protect, and where possible, rebuild natural resources that
had been selfishly destroyed by lust for money. Teach them to think
about good, nonest government of the people, by the people, and for
the people. Teach them, thousands and thousands of them, with good
minds and character, to be teachers. Pay them a living wa:Te and
not the death—colored wares teachers row receive. leach those who
went into other professions to give support to the school system in
the commuraties. And, above ail, teach them
Whatever talent
you have as a school teacher, governor, or shoe repairman, do your
job well and honestly an with fairness to all people. And teach
him, wno didn't nave any talent at all, that ne could at least be
a 400d citizen. He could be an asset to human society instead of
a liability.35
After the rural schools nad successfully ended and the grades from
the thousands of rural pupils nad been recorded and filed in 4r. Stuart's
office, the superintendent leunche7! forth on a four—point school reform
program.

He said he gave everything ne nad to tnis writing,

re put every

ounce of creative energy he possessed into tne fieht for reform in the
public school system.
as superintendent.36

This service was practically the last he rendered
He felt it was best not to attempt another term

33 Stuart, The Thread That Runs So True, pp. 196-197.
-- Ibid., P7712.
--
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as superintendent of 3reenup County Schools; he had served little
more than a year in this position.

Fowever, at the last board meeting,

while he was still superintendent, he recommended himself for the
principalship to fill the vacancy at McKell Eigh School.

The recommend-

ation being put into a motion, the motion was voted an, and kr• Stuart
37
became principal of McKell High Scnool for the following year.
Being principal at McKell High School was like ti dream tc Jesse
Stuart.

The school was a model, and the building was an architectra,

beauty.

His duties and responsibilities were reduced, but hls pay was

38
better than he had ever received in the teacning profession.

he and

his faculty put the responsibility of the school work upon the pupils.
They let the pupils who needed to earn their noon-day meal help in the
mana,zement of the school cafeteria.

fhe agricultural boys took care of

the landscaping and mowing of the school grounds.
and truck patchea.

ihey planted a rarden

When they reaped their harvest, the name-economics

pupils canned the products.

In every subject they taught, they gave the

pupils all the responsibility they could for practical application."
The first year as principal at acKell F:rh School, Jesse Stuart was
granted permission, by his superintendent, to carry out an idea he thought
would have future consequences for the education of the people in Grmenup
County.

he opened the doors of

cKell High Scnool to try person, regardless

of age, who was qualified and interested in entering school.

This

opportunity made it possible for an older person, who had been deprived of
an education in his youth, to return to school and receive a high school

Ibid., p. 218.
78 ITTL, p. 221.
391%17., p. 251.
61
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education, Jesse Stuart said, *I wanted to make this
high school a beacon
of light to ertdicate the illiteracy of the
older people and to educate
the yo ung..4°

Receiting older pupils into McKeon High Schoo
l nelped the

youngor students.

They saw tne older people coming back to
work for the

opportunity they had missed in their youth.
pupils discipline problems.

Never once were the older

Instead of their giving the school troub
le,

they were of great value, and it was a pleas
41
ure to have them in the classes.
During tne second year et he principalship,
his first book, Man
With a aull-Tongue Plow, was poblisned.

Shortly tnereafter President H. L.

Donovan, of Eastern Stste Teachers Coll
ege, Richmond, Kentucky, asked
him to speak at the college chapel.

With his superintendent's permission

he accepted the invitation.42
By the time Jesse Stuart had spent four
years at McKell High School,
scarcely a week passed that he did not get
letters asking him to speak in
chapel assemblies, from the grades through
the colleges, and before various
other school organizations.

He co7;ld not begin to fill all of the engag
e-

ments; so his superintendent sugTested that
he take one a week.

He

wgnted Mr. Stuart to search for new schoo
l ideas, while on these tours, and
1- 1-Ing them back to Kentucky.

The majority of his speaking requests were

from colleges and universities, and wnen
ths presidents of these institutions of nigher learning would ask if no
could recommend a pupil, he
always had one in mind.

If the presidents did not bring tne
subject up,

then Ur. Stuart did; often tie made an
agreement witi% them to send one or
7cre of nis pupils to work their way
through the colleges and unive
rsities.
T1 Ibid., p. 229.
42 TM.,
Po 246°
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He asked for only a chance for the young ambitious Kentucky mountain
students.

By a..:ch method he helped place thirty-.even young people,

end upon his recommendation often a pupil would be given a scholarship.
Mr. Stuart save that ne never beeped for anytning, and no never asked for
alms for any of toe pupils.

He cave the student's life history and stated

the facts, this alwaye bringing results.43
When Jesse Stuart visited other states, he saw the vastness, purpose,
and greatness of America's public school systems as he had neeer seen them
before.

He saw the posterity of e-ery race under the sun, every color and

mixed colors of humanity, of practically every religious creed known to
Americans, playing, studying, :-ejolcing with strong life, under the same
roof together.

He saw democracy in the makinge.ea strong and vital democracy..

in a powerful and husky Republ1c„44
The one thine nos discovered tha

was such a great disappoietment was

that so many Kentucky teachers worked outside

f its borders.

Mr. Stuart

sayst
In this state, where teachers receive approximately the
lowest salaries paid by any of the states, we have four excellent larE:e state-supported teachers' colleges. We encourage
iouth to became members of the teaching profession. We run them
through our four great mills, stamp them, and snd them to our
bordering states, since we do not pay them a decent livinr salary.
It has often been said, Kentucky's greatest export is not her
fine whiskiee, not ner racehirses, bot her fine school teachers.
In the spring of 1937 this article appeared in the newspaper:
kr. Jesse Stuart, author of The Man with the Bull-Tongue Plcw,
was granted a t.'rugrenheim Memoriarnundation. This deserving award
will give him a year's study abroad. Mr. Stuart is now principal
3 ibid., pp.
44 7EIT., P. 254-256'
45 TITS., T. 258.
260.
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of Motel' High School."
He typed thia excellent manuscript curing the evenings
wnen he served as
Superintendent of Greenup County Schools.

After the book of poems had been

completed, he visited his best friend, Naomi Deane Norris, and
together
they read the sonnets to the soft background of recorded music.
While he attended Peabody College the last time, Dr. Alfred L. Crabb
surested that he apply for this Guggenheim Fellowship. Upon receipt
of
notice of his acceptance for the fellowship, ne showed the letter
to his
superintendent, wto in turn recommended to the board that Mi. Stuart
be

i

give! a year's leave of absence to travel and to study
abroad.47
The fourteen months spent abroad was an excellent and successful
experience, but when Hr. Stuart returned to the United States
and journeyed
down to nis home county, he found he was without a position.

His leave of

absence nad been disregarded after some changes had been
made in the Greenup

1

County School System.
Then

Re

received a call fran Portsmouth, Ohio, to teach Remedia
l English

in the high school.

He accepted this appointment.48

His ideas of helping

to educate his own people were shineless stars in a backgro
und of memory.
He was following the road hundreds of other Y-Intl..cky school
teachers had
traveled when they left their state.
Jesse Stuart was instructed by his principal not to
textbook in his remedial English class.
in the five classes he taught per day.

se a published

He had to make his own textbook,
The class subscribed to the Portemouth

Tines, using current events for their material and points of interest.
Courier-Journal, March 29, 1937. Clipping.
47 Stuart, The ThreadThat Runs So True, p. 261.
48 Courier-Journal, September 14,1938. Clipping.
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firat thing he did was to nave a testimonial meeting, nehind closed doors.
He asked each pupil to tell why he thought he was Ln the class.

It did the

students good to have such opportunity, and it did the teacher good to hear
their reasons and opinions.

M. Stuart gives this accounts

Many of my students told me haw to teach my Remedial Ent-lish
class; I deeply appreciated thia. It made me feel as if the
students realired the importance of English upon their lives.
They stood and spoke with a sea of English that Was often choked
snags, rocks, shoals and reefs, but the swiftness of the river
eventually partly cleansed itself from these obstacles.
When they got enough force and the will to act tney cleared their
English of all the debris.49
In this free educational country of ours, Mi. Stuart's class, given
free competition, entertained the pupils in the regular English class with
tneir poetry and themes.

They competed with tnem in achievement tests.

Of course, the pupils in the regular English classes won, but not by a safe
margin.

News 3;- read about the -lass, and in ashort time they were producing

a radio pr

m.

One of the pu.ls announced and the otier students read

their creative writings to tne listeners in radio land.5°

This gave the lost

and frustrated youth of the rems'2ial rInglish class confidence in themselves;
they felt as if tney too could accomplish samething.
had superior minds but had been deprive
schooling.

f good training in their early

Other members of the class were j st not interested in the

subject of English; while still others ff..
terriVying.

Some of these students

the subject difficult and

Mr. Stuart's classes were -omposed of every type of pupil,

same even being placed in these classes for disciplinary reasons.
with tnis group he worked, laughed, and talked.

However,

He tried to be a stabilizing

Stuart, Jesse, *Beginning and Eternal Ending,* National Education
Association Journal, XXII No. 5 (May, 1940), 131-132.
t-u Stuart, *Education for a Free People,* Schools to Keep Us Free p. 30.
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influence and let the students take the responsibility of the class.51
Mr. Stuart sayst
The teaching of youth is an exciting work since so many
things enter into the developing of their plastic minds. Often
their questions do not have meaning, but we snould never shun
them, this would be dangerous. After many years of teaching and
association with youth, I have learned to respect their ideas . • •
These young ideas are like you . g streams without channels; we
must be careful to direct each channel on its natural course.
We snould work sympathetically witkour students, and they should
never be told they cannot succeed.
The teacher failed only one student in his year at Portsmouth high School;
the rest of tne students were prepared scholastically to return to the
regular English class.
The following year Jesse Stuart did not reapply at Portsmouth; instead
he returned to his home

Greenup.

He borrowed maney and bout a

three-hundred-acre sheep farm in W-Bolicw.

he wnnted to get married, but

he could not live on the teaching salary he had received in previous years.
He chose the teaching profession becaune he wanted to work with young lives,
teach them and train them mentally, and help them to be better citizens.
He thought tnen and still thinks that teaching is the greatest profession
--cA
in America.

But confronted with his personal desire he left the pro-

fession as thousands of other energetic, talented young teachers do each
year.

he figured he nad made about ten thousand dollars in the ten years

he was in tte profession, less than same men, in other professions, meke
in one year.

He never received more tnan two hurdred dollars a month,

and that was in tne Ohio school, a state rated nenr the top in education.
To meet his present crisis, he decided to devote hie full timm to writing,
lecturing, and farming.54

bl- Stuart, The Thread That Runs So True, p. 277.
52
Stuart, Jesse, 'Questions Students Have Asked Me,' Kentucky School
Journal, XXI, No. 4 (December, 1944), 19-21.
0 Jesse Stuart, 'I Can't Afford To Teach,' Pic Magazine, XIX, Ni. 11
(ovemoer, 1947), 38 and 121.
54 Byron H. Reece, "Jesse Stuart, Teacher,' The Land, VIII, No. 4
(Winter Quarterly, 1949-1950), 421-422.
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On October 14, 1939, Jesse Stuart married nis charming childhood sweetheart, Naomi Deane Norris.

They were married in Ashland, Kentucky.55

At the timeof their wedri.ing Mrs.. Stuart held a teaching position in the
Greenup Grade School, where sne continued to teach, and they made their
he in Greenup until Pall of the following year.

During their first

winter together they srent much time out walking and surveying their farm
in W-Hollaw.

Since sne dad always lived in a small town, Jesse Stuart

never dreamed his wife would want to iive out in the country without
modern conveniences. ..evertneless, much to his delight, Urn. Stuart
suggested that they remake two loge nouses standing on t
livable house.

farm into one

no dreaded the thought, for the houses were over a hundred

years old; but whatever nis wife desired, no wanted to fulfill.
following fall the house was completed, and they moved ter furnre,
which Mrs. Stuart nad collected while teaching, aut to their hew nome.E6
Today, there stands nestled at the foot of tne nilis in W-dollaw one of
the most lova'Ae, natural, early American names in this country.
is tne Stuarts' original house, an

it

This

perfectly in its surroundings.

Inside tnis name are three of the dearest people one would ever want to
meet.

In 1942 Jessica Jane Stuart, their only child, was born into tne

hame, making tnis gracious family circle complete.
Jesse Stuart held one °tiler position oefore no decided to take leave
of tne profession permanently.

The following announcements were extracted

from tne newspapers:

Courier-Journal, October 30, 1939. Clipping.
56 J79WTEtT371-1:
- -IrCan She Milk a Cow,* The Samarday Evening Post, Cain,
No. 48 (May 31, 1941), 34 and 104.
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. Jesse Stuart, poet, autnor, educat
or and one-time holder of
a Guggenheim Fellowship, has
been appointed superintende
nt of the
Greenup Independent School Sys
tem, the school board announ
ced today.57
As nead of tne Greenup Mnnicipal Sch
ools, re will have cnaree
of the hign school, as well as
tne graced schools :or :Nate
and
negro enaldren.58
Mr. Stuart writes: *Not cou
nting the summer moiltas, I ser
ved a year.
I was there until school was
out in the rollowilig spring.
Later / enlisted
in the Navy."59
While his time spent in the ser
vice does

not nave

any airect bearing

on his life as an educator, tne
following material was locate
d*
Kentucky's Jesse Stuart, aut
nor, farmer and scnool tea
cher,
took oft hls biggest job yet whe
n he was sworn into tne Navy
as an
apprentice seaman in Louisvill
e, yesteriay. Besides writin
g,
Stuart has been in educational
work for over twelve years, fir
st
as a teacher, then as principal
, and later as superintendent
A.•
schools. He has also written
a number of articles on educat
ional
problems ror professional jou
rnals.50
!le progressed from apprentic
e seaman in the
(j.

navy

to tne rank of lieutenant

Fe returned to his farm
home near Greenup following two
years of

and disclosed plans for two
new 'nooks.61
Jesse Stuart's decision to lea
ve toe teacniag professio
n was an asset
to America's literary world
but a distinct blow to the
profession he left
behind. He was undoubtedly
a superior teacher. His
students always excelled
in competitive examinations
, and he provides ample evi
dence to show he in-,
srired innumerable mou!.
.tain yo!Iths to positions
of distinction. This he
did

55
59
60
61

Courier-Journal, May 21, 194
2. Clipping.
Lexin&ton Aeral.d, Al&y 20, 194
2. Clipping.
Jesse Stuart, letter to tae wri
ter, May 5, 1952.
Courier-J_;...
.,ournal
May 1, 1944. Clipping.
Courier-Journal January
1, 1946. Clipping.
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ln spite of overwtelming obstacles.'52

dad he cLosen to continue to teach,

Jesse Stuart doubtless would have become one of the nation's leadin,7

Since the nay Mr. Stuart resigned rram the teaching :irofession, he
has continually been offered outstanding positions in schools throughout
America.

•

But to him tnere is not even one university that c'ompares ravorably

with the solitude and splendor of W—Hol1ow.63

However, on different

occasions Mr. Stuart :Las left his home, temporarily, to give his assiitance
in establisning an educational project.

ne was the first to introd.s.ce tne

writers' workshop at Indiana University.54

Just recentl

t has `T,?en

announced that Jesse Stuart will be at Morehead State College tnTs rxmmer.
He will be one of the workshop faculty members who erill lecture to the
55
two—week writers' workshop course.
While not teaching full time any longer, Mr. Stuart still plays
Important part in the s,7hoo1 system of tteutucky and takes an active
interest in education througnout the United States.

Chicago Tribune, Septemb.,r 26, 1949. Clipping.
73 The Streamliner, February 2, 1942. Clipping.
ToTs-se Stuart, conversation with the writer, April 20, 1952.
65 courier—Journal, May 2, 1952. Clipping.
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CEJLPTER IV
EDUCATIONAL (..ONTRIK'TIONS

It would be almost impossible to enumerate all of Jesse Stuart's con..
tributions to education.

He contributed while in tae educational pro-

fession, and since that time a large number of his writings and lectures
have been advocations for this subject.

Therefore, the purpose of tas

chapter is to bring forward a few of tae contriutions which contain his
theory and philosophy of edth-ation.
After a person talks with Mr.

uart for a snort time, it is not dif-

ficult to realize why he is such a strong, ardent promoter of education.
Almost every triought he produces, whether it be on a material or immaterial sub,lect, is in sam

way re7ated to education.

As one journeys

with tne autnor-educator -.arouzh If-Hollow, the author stresses now education
The trodden paths of not long aro are

has brought about these chanoves

now replaced with good roads chat penetrate the hark interiors of tne hill
country.

With tne improved roads came a change in the mode of trans-

portation.

But the memories of traveling by foot or jolting along in a

wagon, are fresh in Jesse Stuart's mind, for it has been only in recent
years that he is tae owner of an automobile.
progressed

ais farming, too, has

from the b - ditongue plow to the more modern methods.

ine

radio has bro:rht voices from the outside world into these mointain
homem.

Education has almost revolutionized the hill, country, as in all
1

locations, in the last decade.

les, it is true, these are just reneral—

ized thoughts that a person will think of occasionally, but seldom does
one give credit where it is due, for these convenience -j as does *. Stuart

1 Jesse Stuart, conversation with the writer, April 19, 1952
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Could it not be the obstacles he surmounted, the nardships and privations
he withstood to secure his education, that make him everlastingly thankful
and conscious of education and its results.
From the day Jesse Stuart began teaching in his native Greenup County,
in the Kentucky mountains, until he withdrew years later, he was never content to accept the dull, outmoded methods of instruction in vogue.

he

inau:urated reforms and innovations which have now became more or less
accepted procedures in Kentucky and in other states.2

At this tine it is

desirable to advance mitn some of Jesse Stuart's philosophy and contributions
in education, as he advanced from the one-roam grade school teacher to
world renowned lecturer and writer.
It was tne disadvantages and inequalities the pupils of Cane :reek
School, Jesse Stuart's first school, that made him alvocete confflidation
of schools twenty-five years ago.
state of Kentucky.

de realized illiteracy was high in the

His section of the state--the high hill country of

Eastern Kentucky, settled by the pioneers wno had helped to make this
country, and who had fought for the very life of this courtry in every war-had remained static intellectually while the progress of a nation had swept
around them like a great cyclone.

If there ever was a man who wanted to

obliterate illiteracy from tne hill rountry, it was Jesse Stuart.

Ha felt

as if the students in these little, remote, poorly-equipped schools, could
be transported, at county expense, to lar7er, more modern, more centrally
located schools, the first step toward obliterating illiteracy would be made.
In the consolidated schools these students could attend trio full school term

2 Courier-Journal, May 4, 1938.

Clipping.
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instead of just a few months out of each year.

More than anything, he

wanted them to be encouraged to stay in school until they completed the
full twelve years of work.

gr. Stuart taought as rollows:

And then if just one pupil became a college graduate and returned to the hills to work, his influence wei1.1 be like the
dropping of an acorn into a deep pool of mou.tain water. The
little waves would spread from the acorn the entire breadth and
length of trio pool.
But tris crusader was too advanced for his fellow men at that time.

It was

this fight for consolidation of schools that caused so many people to rise
up and protest against nim as a dangerous critic.
vre.

Ihe results were that he

branded a born trouble maker, a malcontent, who was out to wreck the

school system of nis own county because he dared preach the gospel of consol).dation.4
Early in Jesse Stuart's teazhino career he

39.A

tne disaster of the

gifted children and so wrote an article for an educational journal.

ee

does

not offer a solution for tne problem, but this mountain teacher back in
1933 realized what teachers au i over tne comtry were, and are, facing with
the

students.

In this article Mr. Stuart says:

If a child has superior intelligence, he stands a Pair chance
to be ruined for cRe sinple reason that he thinks he is superior
and develops the wrong mental attitude, lie decides too frecpently
that hard work is not necessary and thus developes a habit of
dawdling. The horrible result is that he is soon surpassed by
all of his classmates. I like to see a student put rorth all tae
effort he nes to lead a class, cecause I know that hard work is a
factor in winning. Watch the students who are the steady, dependable ones, who can stand the test of scnool, grind and monotony,
and see if they don't more than average up. They usually are the
geniuses in the long run when it comes to production. Average
mental abillty, plus ability to stick, will win where superior
intelligence plus poor working nabits will lose.5

Joe Creason, The Author Who Writes So True,* Courier-Journal
January 15, 1950.
5 Jesse Stuart, "Saving Brains," Kentucky Scnool Journal EX, No. 3
(November, 1930), 25.
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. The preceding citations are
just a few of Jesse Slar."'e. ear
ly
advocations and tneories of edu
cation.
When he became principal and sti
ll workei directly with his pupils
,
he compcsed this theory:
If every teacher in every school
in America, rural, villa's,
city, township and church, pub
lic, or private—could inspir
e his
with all the power he had, if he
could teach them as they
had never been taught bofore, to
live, to work, to play, and to
chars; if he could put ambition int
o tneir needs and hearts, that
would be a great way to make a gen
eration of the greatest citizenry
America ever had.b
But this theory has to beFin wit
h the little unit.

Each teacher had to do
his share; each teacher is res
ponsible for the destiny of Ame
rica, because
the students came under his
influence. The teacher holds
the destiny of
great country in his hand as no
member of any other professio
n could hold
it. All of the professions
stem from the products of thi
s great profession.
The school roam is the gatewa
y to inspire the nation's suc
ceeding generations
to greater and more beautiful
living with each others to
happiness, to
health, and to brotherhood.7 Yet
with thoughts such as these
Er. Stuart says
that as a teacher he felt he
was a failure.
He, like so many of our great
people, however, never had the
ti-le to stop and analize hia
gifts to educa,
tion; he was too busy supportin
g and tr:;ins to push education
forward.
During the difficult year, servin
g as superintendent of Greenu
p County
schools, Jesse Stuart's stronr
educational philosophy never fli
ckered; if
anything, it only grew more powcrf':
1. He says:
We, the teachers, schoolworker
s and superintendent, battled
the great problems before us.
We didn't let the youth down, who
Kelsey Guifoil, °Stuart Tells
Inequalities in Education,'
tkieaco
Tribune, September 25, 194
9.
7-7i7TaTt, The Thread That RUMS
So True, p. 82.
6 Jesse Stu
art, conversation with the writer
, April 19, 1952.
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depended upon us; and the county, state, and nation, who depended
upon these yo,:to. I visited schools and made talks to the teache
rs
and pupils saying that we would survive, we could not fail as
long
as teachers would continue to work as they clad without tneir pay
and children would come to school even in their thinly clad clothe
s
and live on their meager lunches, nothing could stop us.9
This mighty educational army did withstand their test.

Mr. Stuart states

now that it was tne most trying year in the county
's school history.10
As stated hereto fore it was whLle Jesse Stuart
was serving as county
school superintendent of areenup County that he bean
the long fight against
the abominal-le trustee system.

When he recommended that toe century-old

trustee system be chanted, in the C:reenup School System
his board took him
for an enemy.

Whin de wrote articles degrading the practice, for the
state

educational journal, again he was turned down.11
was successful.

Later this long strug71e

The General Assembly finally enacted legislation making

trustees optional with county boards.

Few of the counties sanctioned this

system which gave the district trustee authority to name
the teacher for
his school regardless of the qua1ifications.12
After Jesse Stuart's :ear's work as county superintendent
eras cm- plated,
he expounded upon a school-re orm program.
school system in Kentucky.

His first issue was the dual

He could not understand why in thia state there

was the city school system and a rural school
system, with two different
kinds of taxation, and with '.ifferont school Atws; yet
both of these school
systems were subject to the state department of
edUcation.
It was hard for him to understand Why the country chilr'r
en should be
/
10
11
12

Stuart, The Thread That Runs So True, p. 202.
Jesse Stuart, letter to writer, May 5, 1952.
Stuart, Beyond Dark Hills, p. 358.
Lexington erald Leader June 25, 1949. Clippi
ng.

1

riven it) much shorter school terms than the city school children.

Why

should a child born in the city or town be riven a better education than a
child born among the valleys or on the hills?

He says:

If ever any an was to see tne nee.i of a reform, I WAS in
the right place to see it. One of the independent schools in my
county was located wnere railroad wealth was concentrated, they
hardly knew what to do with the public tax money they received.
This independent school system could spend as much on football
and basketball teams as we paid to operate fourteen rural schools,
where at least five nundred rural pupils tot their education.
All of tnis came about by u - fair distribution of taxes; for we
helped pay them this big local tax. The said railway company
hauled freight from Greenup Cou- ty farms, timber from Greenup
County slopes, and coal from Greenup Cou ty mines. nerhaps the
Greennp County people supported this railway company more tnan
the people living in the towns. I knew that this system—as long
as it lasted—would be a source of trouble. Since Kentucky is
predominantly rural, and, in this case, the tail was wagging the
dog.13
Instead of the dual school system, Jesse Stuart sugrested a county
plan.

it

In this plan both the independent school districts and rural school

districts were placed under the county system. with one superintendent over
the whole system.

Under tne proposed plan there would be 120 units in

Kentcky, subject to the state superintendent of schools and the state depart—
ment of education, whereby the localEchool taxes would be paid to the state
and the state could return this money, similar to the per capita money, on a
fair and equal distribution, to all the counties of the state.

The schools

would receive certain amount for each pupil enrollel in the scnoolcensns.
In this system the wealthy counties could help the many pauper counties in
the state which were not able to support ttleir schools.

Ur. Stuart worked

night and day on this proposed project, but when it was completed, he could
not find anyone who would print it.14

He was fightinr against and not with

77—TiTZT—The Thread That Rn $ So True, pp.
14 Ibid., p. 214.

213-214.
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certain educators who opposed school reforms for fear of their awn personal
deprivations.

/t might have beet a

in instead of a loss had he placed his

articles with publishers of national periodicals, instead of the local ones.
When Jesse Stuart was principal at McKell High Scnool, he could not
bein to fill all of his speaking engagenents.

After his book Man with a

Bull-Tongue Flow was published, and his first speech, before a college
audience at Eastern State College in Richmond, Kentucky, was delivered, his
ability to speak and the t oughts he delivrree spread with the four winds.
These achievements Made hi m constantly sought after from every section of
the United States.

He states it would take a book to give his observations

of the scnools he visited tnroughout vie country.16

He inspected tnese

schools from the janitor's roam to the superintendent's office; he looked
for virtues and hunted for faults.

He wanted to obtain all vie information

he could about America's scnools in every state in the United States.
-4
“8

says t
I wanted to 7leap the information up before me like cords
of wood and tnrow out the bad sticks and accept the sound and
the aurable.1 /

The numerous tours to educational institutions of otner states enabled him
to see why Kentucky's educational States was near the bottom.
The visitations to the other states produced this new educational
theory for his.

He thought ntat an exchange of teachers in vie s-t-,00ls of

America would be a good idea; such plan would bring complementary parts of
the cou try to7etner.

He had a vision of the school teachers leading the

whole country to a higher level of comprehension, achievement, and unselfish88
.
18

It Ibid., p. 257.
17 Tbid., p. 258.
18
Tribune, September 25, 1949.

=lap_

Clipping.
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He had one criticism to make of teachers.

He heard as everyone hat

heard some of tnem say, .0h, I sts j';st a school teacher/
. This statement
Mr. Stuart disagreed with, telling teachers to walk
proudly, with their
heads hign and to tnank God they had chosen the teacn
ing profession--the
mother cf all 7rofessions.19
One of Jesse Stuart's articles appeared in tne
December, 1943 issue of
National Education Assoc ation Journal.

In tnis article lie states ne is a

part of America and is aware of 7.isresponsibility;
tner.F.fore, he feels he
has a right to criticize and praise its actio
ns.

He remarkst

To who teach school must maintain a decent
standarl of living
for our families and ourselves. We have certa
inly departed Pram
that which our forefatners establisned in this
country. If they
were alive today, they wo-ld see tnat though tne
schools have had
the lion's share in bringing about the courtry
we have today, yet
we are letting same of our test teachers depart
to Vocations
where they can make a better living for tneir
families and them—
selves.20
When Jesse Stiart was in Europe on a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1937-1938, he
7151ted schools.

In all of tne school systems ne found tney paid
tneir

teachers well in r-orTarison with the wages paid
other types of work.

Not

only did the Z
* hglish ?ay their teachers well in comparison to
other pro—
fessions, out they had respect for their teach
ers, only as they nave in a
few pltices in the world.

However, he did not fail to tell the school

administrators and teacherscf Europe, when ne
nad the opportunity, tnat
our forefathers had planned a more democratic
school system than he had
found in any of their countries. None of the
countries had free high schools
for youth; they had only the free elementary
education wnich corresponded to
tI Stuart, The 'Thread That Runs So True p. 202.
20 Jesse StuartTITOnfronted in Crisis, Natio
nal Education Association
Journal, XXXII, No. 9 (December, 1943), 255.
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to our grade and junior riz. scnools.

In America every boy and girl, regard-

less of family and financo3, !las a chance of an education,
but in some of the
European

countries tne cnild

:5

expected to follow the fathers trade regard.

•
less of 1:iie talent tore child may possess.a Jet.'
Stuart sayss
Our federal and state overnments have not acted quick
ly as
has the Union of South Africa to avert disaster in
the schools.
The government of South Africa has adjsted teach
ers' salaries to
the rise in cost of living to make their salar
ies equivalent to
those paid industrial workers. What we have done
in Kentucky has
been to lower the standards so that any Tom, Dick
or 4arry with a
high school education can get an emergency certi
ficate and go into
a rural school roam, although ne nas never nad
a day's tenoning experience.

I cannot understand how tnis nation can under
estimate the
worth of its sOnools, when it was founded
on the basis of free
schools and free religious worship. I am -at proud
of the way
my natiNe country ne,s rcated its teachers.
We must fight for
our rightsl22
The ascociatlon, in wnose jourlial -.ne preceding
article appeared, made
this staament in regard to the author of the
articles

Mr. Stuart, former superintendent of the Greenup Indep
endent
Schools, Greenup, Akentuciry, will be remembered by Journ
al readers
as tne author of some of our most popular
articles In tne past years.25
It is indeed eminent to haws an article appea
r in tne National Education
Association Journal to say notning of tneir
comment concerning the autnor.
As Jesse St-:art traveled over this count
ry on nis speak.Lng tours, he
felt that school tesentms were not fighting
for themselves.

!ourney, ne rtu

After one such

to W.Sollow and attempted to write a novel on the

schools of America for all of the teachers.
Twice he tried to write tne
book but botn Limes witnout success.

Ou tne third attempt he decided to

write a chronology of his experiences in
edUcation. When he started the
Loc. cit.
22
cit.
23 National Education Association Journ
al, XXIII, No. 9 (recember, 1943),
255.
41
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writing, he was told by a close friend :ne book would not sell seven copies.
Nevertneless, he felt ae just ciao to coHipose tue book now known as The Thread
That

Runs

So True.24

To an extent, this manuscript is an autobiograpay, tor

events are built around I.,-:rsonal experiences during tne ::ozen or
more years ne spent in scnool work.

01.1

t- use w,o nave

labored in te viae-

yam of education can know tae oitter truth behind Jesse Stuart's story.25
He speaks with autnority, for ne nueself has been student, teacher, principal,
and superintendent.

To all of these positions fie has devoted enormous energy

and tutellectual curiosity. In all of tnem he nas preserved the saving grace
of humor and nes beau abie t

v.w difficult situations with the impersonality

26
of the artists.
When Jesse Stuart started writing his book, he trought of the title
The Needle's

taken

in the mountain schools.

the song and game the children sang and played
But before nis composition vas camrleted, someone

else published a book bearing the same title, and he immediately replaced
his title with the second line of the song, 6:he thraad ta.at runs so true.627
In this book ne expressed a wish:
If some writer could spring from the teacni,:g profession and
write a l'reat book to honor his profession, he would be immortal.
For no r/thor ,rofession in America has directly or indirectly influencodjae aestiny of so many people as nas tne teaching prcfessiom.-3
He worked on the book over a period of two years; ne remarks that ne never
put as much strength or energy into anything as he did tnis project.

But

ochools to lien,a 2291, p. 30.
74-7.dation for a Free reoplt
25
Cnicl.zo '.tribuna, September 25, 1949.
° Aew rork 1,1.2!1, September 25, 1949. Clipping.
27 --Stye.-17tion for a Free People," Scnools to litta Js Er121, p. 3046
28
S-..uart, The Thread That Runs So True pa p. 202.
AMP.
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wtth the completion of tne book, little aid he know he would accomplish
his awn desire.

His first award was tne acceptance of the book by several

different church affiliations as being a book that was uplifting to tne profession it reprosented.Joe Creason, a newspaper writer for the Courier-Journal, went to visit
Jesse Stuart to explore tne actual %entucky backl•ound of -us latest book.
Just about tne same ti-a, the book wesnominated by the Aational Eoucation
Association Journal as Vie most important book of 1949.

he editor, Dr. Joy

Elmer %organ, wrote in tne Journal vast Ihe Thread That Runs So True was
truly a great book--the kind that comes but once in a generation.

l'his book

would live to entertain and inspire new readers as Eggleston's Hoosier Schoolmasters ha: Jived to be read decade after decade.3°
Jesse Stuart says:
When the Aational Education Association came out and made
The Thread That, Run4 .5.2.,:zue. the best book of 1949, I walked in
the wind—this was vie greatest nonor I had ever received—the
people of my profession had chosen my book.31
Quoting the author: "I tnouht of myself, due to trio trials, the tribla.
tions and setbacks,

as a

failure as a teacher until the Thread came out and

1.32
teachers praised it over trio country.
To date The Thread That Runs So True has been the climax of Jesse Stuart's
contributions to education.

It has teen accepted and pratsei bv people

from one end of our courtry to trio other.

The author has received but one

letter, from the volumes of mail concerning the book, t:Iat ims not an

Stuart, °Education or a Free People," Schools to Keep U3 Free, p. 31.
30 Courier-Journal, January 15, 1950. Clipping.
31 Stuart, lita7i7Eion for a Free reople," Scaools to .Neep 73 Fret. v. 31.
62 Jesse Stuart, letter to writer, November 1, 1051,
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extolment.

by college
His files contain over one hundred -erm papers written

stAents concerning this book.

rhese term papers nave been sent by Profes-

sors who have felt tnem to be outstanding.

vigor with which re writes in

humor that
this book, the authoritative ring of n;A: dialogue, and the natural
and
1i.7hts up his pnilosophy of educatioh make the narrative delightful
heartwarming to read.
Mr.

Stuart makes contact watn more tnan just one school or one ed-

ucational system, now that he is not directly in tne profession.
writings nave taken him into schools all over the country.

For his

One may he bridges

the gap between youth and nimself is by writing for a national school
news7aper, printed by tno American Education Press.
ly Weekly Reader andCurrent Events.

He is a consultant for

Just recently the Current Events

°
published a distinguished article of his on *How I See America.

In the

article Mr. Stuart tells the readers:
Three wars, a great depression, and the shrinkaze of tha
among
world in thirty-five years are oound to cause grave concern
you
that
world
troubled
thinking people .. • We are living in a
weighted
world
a
is
it
high school men and women didn't make. But
down with responsibilities that you will nave to accept. It is
a world you will soon nave much to say about. And it will be
your resnonsibility to guide the destiny of this great country
as it vies witn another great power over which vary of life shall
..
exist for the people of this earth
America is tne dream our ancestors planted in tne wilderness,
tne cream countless men an women nave died for--to preserve
freedom and liberty for generations to come. It is yours to
pres.?,rve our Am:rican way of life which reaches back to Moses
and tne Ten Commandments and is inherited from the Greeks, and
the Romans and the Anpio-Saxons. It is yo rs to carry on tne
rich heritace of Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln.
-,e is yours to preserve for the generations yet
This h,?rlta:
unborn so that America will certainly stand, a land of opportu3lity, a bastion of freedom and liberty for one and for all; so
that America will stand, oy your diligent work and by God's nelp,
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beacon light for tae four freedoms in a dark, war-weary, and
troubled world."
In this one article Jesse Stuart has reached classroom readers
throughout the nation witn nis outstanding American spirit.

Az a former teacher

and constant sup:forter of democracy, tie was able to interpret America
for
millions with extreme sensitivity.

ne hasimpressed upon the youth of today

that good citizenship starts early in life.
in citizenshin increase, rsut the you

With maturity, responsibilities

people have them as do the adults.

Another way in which Jesse Stuart reaches tne stldents is tnrough riis
contrib-tions to textbooks.34

To date, tie has material in over fifty dif-

ferent textbooks, on the ni= school and college level, with more being
puulished.

These books that are so widely used in literature contain ex-

=pies of his glowing short story writing and inspiring poetry.
In 1924, Stuart wrote a ttleme for nis nIgh-school sophom-,re English
class.

Nearly twenty years later, in 1943, he dug out the tnems, dusted

it off, and sent it to a magazine as a snort story entitled "Aest
This story not only was p:blished by Atlantic Monthly, but Hamer
A. Watt
and Oscar Cargill publisned it in tneir ,College Reader as one of
the oetter
illustrations of the short story.

Stories from falls from vie 21am lrove

Hills, published as late as 1946, have alreaay aeen included in
textbooks.
Most frequently appearing stories in literature books are "Split Cherry
Trees
and "Thanksriving Hunter."

The textbooks not only contain stories and poems

by Jesse Stuart, but often include a biography and in some, his picture
.
Several yearn ag,lo Jesse Stuart realized that tne memories of nis early
5 Jesse Stuart, How I See America,f- Current Events,
LI, No. 25
(March 17-21, 1952), 197-198.
34 For a list of textbooks in wnIch annear Jesse Stuart's works see
compiled material in Chapter V.
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life and surroundings, and
his school companions wer
e b-caming distant to
him. To refrain from los
ing these pleasant exp
eriences, re wrote a nov
el
known today as Hie to the
Hunters. The writing of
this book took seven
years, ahd in 1950 it was vot
ed on the best seller lis
t for adults.35
Harcourt, Brace and Company
remarks:
When we first read Jesse
Stuart's popular novel, we
were at
once convinced tnat we had fou
nd a best selling novel
whi
ch
even
siow readers would enjoy. We
checked with teachers all
over tae
country, and reports were
so encouraging tha+ we pub
lished an unabridged test edition of Hie
to the Hunters.S6
Jesse Stuart speaks of this
contribution to edocation as
follows:
Soon after aie to the Hun
ters was published as a nov
-el for
frawnups sametaing nap
pened that pleased me mor
ethan anything
that could nave happened to
one of my books. Hie to tae
iuters
was accepted as a textbook
for nigh school English
courses • • •
I regard this book being
published as a high compli
ment for now
it will be placed where I
originally intended it to
be-..tnat is,
in the nands of high school
students.37
Into this novel Jesse Stu
art nas wo - i,:a rood charac
terization and his
deep understanding of you
th. having Peen ateacner,
no possesseskindly and
very genuine understandin
g of theinterasts and pro
blems of you.ig :people.
The book rin7s true to high
scnool boys and girls,
for it has a special meaning to them, because it ste
ms directly from Jesse
Stuart's recollection of
his own youthful experi
ences.
The publisaers of The Ame
rican Magazine asked Jes
se ;:ituart to write
an article telling of his
awn background and edu
cation' struggle. They
felt that it would be an
inspiration to young people
competing ror the
education and the opportu iti
es offered to all living
in this democratic
an 7npailished mat
erial fram publishers, Har
court, Brace enc. '7,(:nlany,
Inc.
36 Loc. cit.
37 From Tse Stuart's int
roductionto the new ter"
edition of His to
the Hunters (New York, Harcou
rt, Brace and Companry,
1951), p. 'it,
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oeuntry.

Mr. Stuart wrote a simple but powerful
story of faith and fulfillment of the American way of
life.
The article, 'What America Means to
Me,' anoeftred in the May, 1951
issue
of The American Mamazine. Just this
year the author won a $200 priz
e and wm
honor medal as second-place award
from the Freedom Foundation, Vall
ey Forge,
Pennsylvania.38
Jesse Stuart's contributions to
education at the present time are
his
endless demands for lectures. Sinc
e his first appearance as a speaker,
he
has not been able to fill all of
his requests. His lecture tours
have taken
him into forty-four states, and as
nearly as can be accou ted for,
from nis
records, he has delivered over 450
speeches."
Jesse Stuart has spoken to both educ
ational and non-educational
audiences, but he has remarked that
two-thirds of all his talks are abou
t
edOcat1on.40 He said at one s&.:ch spee
ch at the National Education Association meeting:
It is good to be here, but little
did I ever dream of coming
to the N.E.A.--especially to speak at
a meeting. It scares me to
death to face an audience this larg
e and you will see me in a
minute break out tn a sweat. T moul
d do it if I were in A1askft.41
But even with this nandicap -.nere
are no Krrde to express Jesse Stua
rt's
way of eliminating distances betw
een his vast audiences and himself.
In his talks Jesse Stuart stresses that
education is not a commodity
to be bought and sold but somethin
g that giv-sz a person more realization
and enjoyment of the many thin7e that
life hclds in store. de emphasizes
38
39
40
41

Courier7Journa1„ February 23,
Taken from his records, April
Stuart, Conversation with the
Stuart, 'Education for a Free

1952. Clipping.
19, 1952.
writer, April 19, 1952.
People,' Schools toKeen Us Free

p. 53.
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the importance of books, the written
word, for they are the key to trio
great
outside world of trio past and pres
ent. Of teachers, the conveyers
of *dues=
Von, he speaks:
We should pause more often to
honor our public school teachers
.
Teachers iractice the greatest of all
professions. They contact
everybody and I have never had one
to let me down ... Ignorance
is a dea7erous thing and teachers
combat it every day ... Our
strength is in our free education.
fhis lathe tool. Hard work
is the way .. .To a large extent
the destiny of America and the
peace of the world are in our
teachers' hands.42
The audiences of Western Kentucky
State College nave nad trio oppo
rtunity of aearink, Jesse Stuart
on three different occasions, If
the speaker's
p1an3 materialize, this s,nmer
he will lecture at George Peabody
College,
in Nashville, and then jour
ney on to Western Kentucky State
College campws
for his fourth speech.
It is hoped that the advocati
ons and philosophy of Jesse Stuart,
a
great educator, will eternally be
deliverei to the people of this
country
and in the not-too-distant futu
re to trio people of the worl
d.

4 Jesse Stuart, 'The Impo
rtance of Teachers,' Times Star,
March 11,
1952.

CHAPTER. V
TEXTBOOKS CONTAI:ITIG MATERIAL

F

aE JUTHOR

As nearly as the writer could determin
e to ante tnere are about fifty
textbooks containing material by Jesse Stua
rt.

Of course it is to be sr-

pected that additional books are being
published currently.

The following

list contains stories and/or poems b7 the
author.
Ansoraze, Elizabeth Fetal. (ed.
). Prose and Poetry of America.
The L. L. Singer Company, 1942.

Syracuse:

Ansora,
e, Elizabeth Fetal. (ed.). Prose and i:oet
ry for Appreciation.
Syracuse: The L. W. Singer Company, 1942
.
Bachelor, Joseph M., and Harold L. Hale
y. The Practice of Exposition.
New York: D. Appleton,-Century Company
Inc., 1947.
Bachelor, Joseph M., and Ralph L. Henr
y. Current Thinkin
Nei/ York: D. Appleton-Century CompanY-TEE:
, 1946.

and Writina.

Bailey, Uatelda, and Ullin W. Leaven, The
World of Endless Horizons.
New York:
American Book Company, 1952.
Beatty, Richmond C., and William P.
Fedler. (ed.). Contemporary Southern
Prose. Boston: D. C. Heath and Compenv,
1940.
Biehl, Fred C., et al. .8hinina. Skies.
Limited, 1952.
Burnett, Whit, and Charles Slatkin.
and Company, 1947.
Campbell, Oscar J., at al. (ed.).
millan Company, 1940.
Colburn, Dorothy J.
Company, 1949.

Cook, Luella, at al.
Company, 1948.

or Ltlylaa.

Cnicago:

Boston:

New -rorks

Ginn

The Mac-

Harcourt, Srace and

Writers in America.

1-Sop1e, in Literature.

Aorman. (ed.).
Inc., 1942.

Copp-Clark Company

American Authors Today.

Patterns

Languar7e Skill.

Collette, Elizabeth, at al.
Company, 1949.

Toronto:

Boston:

New York:

A Treasury of Democracy.

Ginn and

Harcourt, Brace and

New York:

Coward-McCann,
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Cross, Tam p., at al.

American Writers.

Boston:

Dudley, Mlles, at al. Lit
erature and Lie.
Foreaman and Company, 179
41.

Crinn and Company, 193
9.

Book II.

Chicago:

Scott

Eberhart, Wilfred, at
al. Reaciinz, Literature.
Peterson and Company, 195
0.

Book I.

Eterhart, Wilfred, at
el. Readins Literature.
Peterson and Company, 195
0.

Book III.

Eberhart, Wilfred, Pt al.
ReaCiLEE Literature.
Peterson and company, TO
.

Book II. Evanston:

HaT-i.ughurst, Walter, et
al. Approach to America.
Press, 1?42.
Hoffman, M. David.
1952i

Reading, in Democracy
.

Evanston:

Row

raw

The Odyssy

Globs aook Company,

Inglis, Rewey, at al. Adv
entures in AmericeiLIatera
turA.
Harcourt Brace and Toml
iany, 1941.
Rewey, et ai. Adventure
s la Amm.mi.aae, Literatur
e.
Harcourt, Brace and Com
pany, 1947.
Kenner, Agpew J. (ed). ero
se and ?oetry, Journeyr.
Singer Company, Inc.,
1951.

Evanston:

New York:

1,
:ew York:

Row

new York:

4th ed.; New Yorkt

Syracuse:

fhe L. W.

Kenner, Ap_terW

J. (ed). erose and Poetry
, Adventures.
Siuger Company, inc., 1ti
51,

Syracuse:

/lie L. W.

Lucas, Harriet M., and Her
man Ward. (ed). Pro
se and Poetry rur Apprecia.
tion. 4th ed.; Syracuse:
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